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Abstract 
Dietz, J., Stable splittings of classifying spaces of metacyclic p-groups, p odd, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 90 ( 1993) 115-l 36. 
We determine the stable decompositions of the classifying spaces of all metacyclic 
p-groups, p odd, into wedges of indecomposable spectra. Furthermore, we determine the 
stable decompositions of classifying spaces of finite groups which have a metacyclic p-Sylow 
subgroup. 
1. Introduction and statement of main results 
A complete stable decomposition of the classifying space BG of a finite 
group G is a stable homotopy equivalence BG N Vi Xi, where the Xi are 
indecomposable spectra. We know that BG is stably homotopy equivalent to a 
wedge of its p-localizations. Furthermore, a transfer argument shows that the 
p-localization of BG, BG@,, is a stable wedge summand of BG,, where Gp 
is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Thus, we may restrict to studying the classifying 
spaces of finite p-groups P. In this case, Nishida uses the solution of the Segal 
conjecture to relate the topological problem of splitting BP to the algebraic 
problem of finding idempotents in the group ring ffp Out P. 
We expand upon the general theory of stable splittings by studying the 
relationship between simple 5p Out P-modules and simple EpGL,Z/p-modules. 
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In particular, we see that the Steinberg module (as first noted by Mitchell and 
Priddy in [lo] ) continues to play an important role in stable splittings. We 
use this theory to find the complete stable decompositions of the classifying 
spaces of metacyclic p-groups. The cases of p = 2 and p odd are treated very 
differently; we leave p = 2 to a separate paper [ 31. For p odd, this class of 
groups provides the first major example of splittings for the classifying spaces 
of non-abelian p-groups. Finally, by studying the structure of H* (P; Z/p) as a 
module over the modp Steenrod algebra, we are able to determine the stable 
homotopy types of BG@,, where G is a finite group with metacyclic p-Sylow 
subgroup P. 
Definition. A metacyclic p-group is a p-group P which is an extension of a 
cyclic group by a cyclic group. That is, there exists a short exact sequence 
1 -z/pm-P-Z/p”- 1. 
The presentation of such a group by generators and relations is well known 
[ 6 1. Using Burnside’s work [ 1 ] on the conjugacy class of a group element which 
is conjugate to one of its own powers, we can refine the general presentation 
given in [6] to the following: Every metacyclic p-group which is non-cyclic 
has a presentation of the form 
P = P(prn,p”,p~ + l,P4) 
= (x,y ( XPrn = 1,yp” = xp”,yxy-1 = xp’+i) (1.1) 
for integers m, n, 1, q > 0 satisfying (p[ + 1 )P” = 1 mod pm and (p’ + 1 )pg - 
p4 mod pm. 
We need only consider these groups up to isomorphism, so we may assume 
1 < m and q < m. Other restrictions we get are: m, 1, q 2 1, n + 1 2 m and 
4+11m. 
It is clear that if q = m in the presentation ( 1.1)) then P is a split group (i.e. 
there is a retraction onto (y)); however, we want to define a split metacyclic 
group in a manner independent of its given presentation. 
Definition. A metacyclic p-group P is called split if there exists some extension 
1 - ZJpm - P - Z/p” --t 1 
which splits as a short exact sequence. If no such split extension exists, then 
P is non-split. 
Note. IfPsplits,wewillwrite P = P(pm,p”,~‘+l,~m) = P(P”,P”,P’+1,O). 
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Theorem 1.1. Let P be a non-abelian metacyclic p-group, p odd. 
( 1) BP is indecomposable if and only if P is non-split. 
(2) If P is split (oftheform P(p”,p”,pt i- 1,O)) and P # P(p2,p,p + 1,0) 
then we get a complete stable decomposition 
P-2 P-2 
BP 21 v Xi V v aL(1,r.q j), 
i=O j=O 
where the Xi are dominant in BP, vT:i L( 1, n, j) 21 BZ/p”, and a gives the 
multiplicity of L(l,n, j) in BP. If 1 = m-n then a = 1. If 1 # m -n then 
cy = 2. 
(3) If P = P(p2,p,p + 1,O) then we get a complete stable decomposition 
P-2 P-2 P-2 
BP- v Xiv v L(l,l,j)V v L(2,l,k), 
i=O j=O k=O 
where the L(2, 1, k) correspond to certain irreducible ffp GL;! Z/p-modules (see 
Section 4 ) . 
Note 1.2. ( 1) We see from [2] that 1 = m-nifandonlyifdimH2(P) =2 
andlfm-nifandonlyifdimH2(P) = 3. 
(2) The smallest order group P with indecomposable BP has order p6 and 
is of the form P = WP3,P3,P + LP2). 
We may use the splittings of Theorem 1.1 to determine BG(,) when Gp is 
a metacylic group. In Section 3 we will see that if P is split then Aut P has a 
subgroup isomorphic to Z/ (p - 1). Let Z/ (p - 1) act on split P via Aut P. If 
d is any divisor of p - 1, we can form the group 
Gd = P>QZ/(p- l/d) 
in the obvious way. 
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a Jinite group with a non-abelian metacyclic p-Sylow 
subgroup, P, p odd. Assume P +’ P(p2,p,p + 1,O). 
(1) If P is non-split then BG@) N BP. 
(2) If P is split then BG(,, N- BGd for some divisor d of p - 1. 
(3) Every divisor of p - 1 gives a distinct homotopy type of BGd. In fact, 
BGd N eoBP V ekBP V e2kBP V . . ’ V e(d_l,kBP, 
where kd = p - 1 (thus every homotopy type of BG(,) is realized by some 
group G) and the eiBP are described in Section 5. 
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Nate. One simple group-theoretic consequence of Theorem 1.3 is that if G has 
a non-split metacyclic p-Sylow subgroup P, then G is p-nilpotent (i.e. P has a 
normal p-complement in G). We see this from the fact that G is p-nilpotent if 
and only if iic : H* (G, lFp) --) H’ (P, lFp) (where ip,G : P -+ G is inclusion) is 
an isomorphism in dimension one [ 141. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, p is odd, groups are finite p-groups (unless 
otherwise noted), metacyclic groups will be assumed non-abelian, all spectra 
are localized at p and all cohomology is with F,-coefficients. 
Section 2 gives the necessary background information so that we may start 
the splitting process. Section 3 contains information on metacyclic groups, 
including their automorphism groups. Section 4 introduces some useful propo- 
sitions which are used to prove Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 5, we prove 
Theorem 1.3 using the cohomology of BP. 
Notation. Q 5 P means Q is a subgroup of P, while Q < P means Q is a 
proper subgroup of P. 
2. Background information 
To split BP we seek a primitive, orthogonal idempotent decomposition in the 
ring of stable self-maps, {BP, BP}. If 1 = xi ei is such a decomposition, then 
BP N Vi eiBP is a splitting of BP into indecomposable spectra, where eiBP 
denotes the infinite mapping telescope. The problem of finding idempotents 
in {BP, BP} is made tractable by relating the ring of stable self-maps to the 
group ring, [F, Out P. Finding idempotents in EP Out P is, in turn, equivalent to 
finding irreducible modular representations of Out P. 
For Q’, P’ 5 P let J (Q’, P’) c {BQ’, BP’} be the &-module generated by 
all stable maps of the form 
BQ’ ---* BQ” --t BP’ 
for some Q” < Q’. 
If e E {BP, BP} is a primitive idempotent such that X N eBP is an inde- 
composable summand of BP, and X is not a summand of BQ for any Q < P 
(i.e. e $Z J (Q, Q) ), then X is called a dominant summand of BP [ 111. 
The solution of the Segal Conjecture shows that {BP, BP} is isomorphic to 
the completed reduced double Burnside ring A (P, P). Using the solution and 
the definition above, Nishida [ 111 shows that the following composite is an 
isomorphism of rings: 
zp out P = {BP, BP} 3 {BP, BP}/J(P, P), 
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where “incl” is the obvious inclusion of rings and “proj” is the projection onto 
the quotient. 
This implies that every indecomposable summand of BP is dominant in BQ 
for some Q 5 P. 
We can further simplify our task by reducing modp, 
2p out P 2 Fp out P. 
Let R = $ Out P, R = Fp Out P and let J(R) be the Jacobson radical of 
R. Suppose e is an idempotent in {BP, BP} such that X = eBP is a dom- 
inant summand. There is an idempotent Z E R such that the inclusion of 
C into {BP, BP} is equivalent to e mod J(P, P). Now 2 is primitive, and 
reducing modp gives a primitive idempotent 2 E Fp Out P. We know that 
Mx = .?R/CJ (R) is an irreducible R-module. Thus, we get the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 2.1 (Priddy [ 131). The homotopy types of dominant summands of 
BP are in one-to-one correspondence, X c) Mx, with the isomorphism classes 
of irreducible right R-modules. 0 
Modular representation theory helps us determine dominant summands, 
while the following proposition due to Priddy tells us when dominant sum- 
mands of BQ are in BP, Q < P. 
For Q’ < P’ _< P, let 
N(Q’,P’) = {x E P ( x-‘Q’x 5 P’}. 
Multiplication gives N(Q’, P’) the structure of a right P/-set. If g : P’ -+ Q’ is 
a retraction, let 
w, = c (gocx), 
{x-l) 
where c, (-) = x(-)x-‘, and the sum runs over a set of coset representatives 
{x-l} for N(Q’, P’) modulo P’ such that Q’ -% P’ 5 Q’ is an automorphism 
(we take representatives {x-l} so that we may conjugate by x rather than by 
x-l ). w, is a well-defined element of FD Out Q’. 
Proposition 2.2 (Priddy [ 131). Suppose X is a dominant summand of BQ, 
Q 5 P. Then X is a summand of BP if and only if 
(1) there exists subgroups Q’ 5 P’, Q’ E Q and a retraction g : P’ + Q’ 
such that 
(2) w, . MX # 0 where Mx is as in Proposition 2.1. q 
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Definition. Under the above hypotheses, we call Q’ a subretract of P if g exists. 
Q’ is a non-trivial subretract of P if g # idet. 
Martin0 refines the general theory by studying a particular summand which 
always occurs in the complete stable decomposition of BP and of BG, where 
the finite group G has P as a p-Sylow subgroup. 
If 1 = C ei is a primitive, orthogonal idempol,. + decomposition in IF, Out P, 
and ej is the unique idempotent such that the augmentation of ej in FP is 1, then 
the dominant summand of ejBP is called the principal dominant summand 
of BP [8]. 
Proposition 2.3 (Martin0 [ 81). Let G be a finite group with P a p-Sylow sub- 
group. ZfX is the principal dominant summand of BP, then X is a summand 
of BG. •i 
Proposition 2.4 (Martin0 [ 81). Let P be a finite p-group and X an indecom- 
posable, non-dominant summand of BP, then X is a summand of BQ, Q a 
subgroup of index p. q 
Proposition 2.5 (Martin0 [ 81). Let P be a finite p-group with Q isomorphic 
to a proper subgroup of P. Zf Q is not a non-trivial subretract of P, then the 
principal dominant summand of BQ is not a summand of BP. 0 
3. Metacyclic p-groups 
To make the idea of split versus non-split groups more precise, we have the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. Let P = P(p”,p”,p’ + 1,pq) = (x, y) be a given presentation 
OfP. 
(1) Zf9 = m then P splits and P = (x,y) = P(pm,pn,pi + 1,O). 
(2) If q # m and q >_ n then P splits and we can find a presentation 
P = (x,z) = P(P”,P”,P + 1,O). 
(3) Zf q # m, q < n and q 6 1 then P splits and we can find a presentation 
P = (y,,x1) = P(p”+n-q,pQ,p”+t-q + 1,O). 
(4) Zf q + m and 1 < q < n then P is non-split. 
Proof. ( 1) This is clear. (2) Let z = xpm-“-pq-” y. (3) Use Burnside’s work, as 
mentioned earlier, to show P E P(pm+n-q,pq,pn+i-q + l,pn), then use part 
(2). (4) If P splits then for some i, Z/p’ is a retract of both P and P/ [P, P] 
(where [P, P] is the commutator subgroup of P). By considering orders of 
generators we reach a contradiction. 0 
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We would like to know about the automorphism group of P, Aut P, in order 
to determine the dominant summands of BP. The Burnside Basis Theorem 
relates Aut P to the better understood lFrGL&Z/p. The part of the theorem we 
need most is that the kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
#I : Aut P - Aut(P/@ (P)), 
where 0 (P) is the (characteristic) Frattini subgroup of P, is a p-group. 
Let P = P(pm,pn,pt + l,p’J) = (x,y). Then 0(P) is generated by xp and 
yp so that P/@(P) % Z/p x Z/p. Let f E Aut P such that f(x) = xayc 
and f(y) = xbyd with 0 5 a,b < pm, 0 5 c, d < p”. P/@(P) = ([xl, [y]) 
and $(f([xl)) = [xla[ylr, ti(f([~l)) = [xI’[YI~, where L-1 denotes an 
element mod @ (P) and “bar” denotes a number considered modp. We will 
write 4 (f ) as the matrix 
where [x] corresponds to ( 1, O), [y ] corresponds 
on the left. 
to (0,l) and the action is 
Proposition 3.2. (1) Zf P is split, then Out P Z 0, >Q Z/(p - 1) where 0, is a 
p-Sylow subgroup of Out P. 
(1) Zf P is non-split, then Out P is a p-group. 
Proof. We use the relations in the group along with Proposition 3.1 to see that 
if P is split and I < IZ then 
(z fi) = (: i) * IIm4I I P(P - 1). 
If P is split and I 2 n then 
(:: i)= (: Y) * IIm$l 5 P(P - 1). 
The subgroup of inner automorphisms of P is a p-group so we get [ Out P( = 
pk (p - 1) for some k 2 0. Thus, Out P has a unique p-Sylow subgroup, 0,. 
Since p > 2, pm has a primitive root. The multiplicative group of integers 
modpm is cyclic and has order $(p”) = pm-’ (p - 1). Let r be a generator of 
this group, and let rl = rprn-l. Let [ be the automorphism of P which sends x 
to xrl and y to y, then c E Out P and has order (p - 1). 
Thus, if P is split we get (Out P)/O, S Z/(p - 1); moreover, Out P S 
0, MZ/(P - 1). 
If P is not split then we may assume 1 < q < n and q # m. The relations in 
the group show that a 3 d z 1 and c E 0 mod p. Thus, Im 4 is a subgroup of 
the group of 2 x 2 unipotent matrices and Out P is a p-group. Cl 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Throughout this section P will be a non-abelian metacyclic p-group, and Q 
a proper subgroup of P. Note that subgroups and factor groups of metacyclic 
groups are themselves metacyclic. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be divided into sections on the dominant 
summands, summands coming from non-abelian subgroups, summands com- 
ing from abelian non-cyclic subgroups, and summands coming from cyclic 
subgroups. 
Dominant summands 
Proposition 3.2 gives the structure of Out P. If P is non-split then Out P is a 
p-group and the augmentation map Fp Out P 5 Fp has nilpotent kernel. Thus, 
1 is itself a primitive orthogonal idempotent decomposition in Fp Out P. We 
get exactly one homotopy type of dominant summand in BP, and it occurs in 
the decomposition exactly once. 
If P is split, then we consider 
Fp Out P 5 ff, (Out P/Q) E Fp GLr Z/p, 
where II is projection onto the quotient. 0, a p-group implies Ker 7~ is a nilpo- 
tent ideal [ 51 and since rc is surjective we see that irreducible Fp Out P-modules 
are in one-to-one correspondence with irreducible Fp GLr Z/p-modules. Thus, 
BP has (p - 1) homotopy types of dominant summands. We can even de- 
scribe the exact idempotent decomposition which gives these summands. We 
use the known primitive orthogonal idempotent decomposition in ffp GLr Z/p 
to construct a decomposition in Fp Out P. Let 
ei = rI 
(-c’. 1 
j~i ci-cj ’ 
i = O,l,..., p - 2, 
where 5 is the automorphism which generates Z/ (p - 1) < Out P, and 5 acts 
as multiplication by c E F;; then 
(P-2) 
c ej = 1 EF,OutP. 
i=o 
It is easy to see that the ei are all non-conjugate so we get (p- 1) homotopy types 
of dominant summands and each occurs exactly once in the decomposition 
of BP. 
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Suppose that P is any finite p-group with proper subgroup Q. If the p-rank 
of Q equals the p-rank of P (where the p-rank of a group is the maximum 
of the ranks of the elementary abelian subgroups) then Q is not a non-trivial 
subretract of P (because retracts must lower rank, see [ 81). 
Assume Q is not a non-trivial subretract of P. In Proposition 2.2, the element - 
W, becomes 




NpQ/Q is the Weyl group of Q in P. Consider the composition 
W,Q -% Out Q 3 Out(Q/@ (Q)) 2 GL, Z/p, 
is the canonical map and F (nQ) = cn for n E NpQ. Ker+ is ap-group 
has nilpotent kernel (where we write 4 for Ep$). Thus, irreducible !Fp Out Q- 
modules are exactly the pull-backs via 4 of irreducible lFp Im #-modules. Com- 
puting WQ . A4 (A4 an irreducible lFp Out Q-module) amounts to computing 
4 (WQ ) . x (where M is the pull-back of 2). 
Proposition 4.1. If (4 o F) is not injective, then no dominant summand of BQ 
is in BP. 
Proof. We can find a subgroup H of WpQ such that 4 (&,cH cv ) E 0. Now we 
write wQ = &W,Q),H cx ’ &f $* 0 
Corollary 4.2. If p 2 n and WpQ _> Z/p2 then no dominant summand of BQ is 
in BP. 
Proof. WpQ is a p-group so Im (4 o F) may be considered a subgroup of U, in 
GL, Z/p, where U,, is the p-Sylow subgroup of upper-triangular matrices with 
l’s all along the diagonal. Let H be a cyclic subgroup of WpQ of order p2. 
The subgroup U, is of exponent p when p 2 n so we must have that (4 0 F) 
restricted to H is not injective. 0 
Note 4.3. ( 1) F is injective if and only if CpQ = Z (Q) where CPQ is the 
centralizer of Q in P, and Z (Q) is the center of Q. 
(2) If 1 WpQI > p(z) then (4 o F) is not injective since a p-Sylow subgroup 
of GL, Z/p has order p (i) . 
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The next proposition concerns abelian subgroups and is modeled after a 
theorem of Martin0 and Priddy. 
Denoteby@, k = O,l,..., (p - 2), the one-dimensional lF, GL, Z/p-module 
with action given by the kth power of the determinant. 
Let St, be the (irreducible) Steinberg representation of GL, Z/p (see [lo] ). 
The modules St, @I@ are also irreducible [F,GL,Z/p-modules. Pull-backs of 
these modules via 4 (for Q = (Z/p’)” ) are irreducible representations of 
GL, E/p’. We will denote them by St, epD,k in both cases. As Priddy has 
denoted in [ 121, let L (n, i) be the indecomposable dominant summand of 
B (Z/p’ ) n corresponding to St,, . Furthermore, let L(n, i, k) denote the sum- 
mand corresponding to St, @D,k (note that L (n, i, 0) E L (n, i) ). We have a 
description of 
L(n,l) = L(n) = ~-“spp”s0/sp?s0, 
where Spk So denotes the k-fold symmetric product of the sphere spectrum 
[lOI- 
Suppose Q = (Z/pi1 )“I x . . + x (Z/p'r )“r with the ij distinct. Harris and Kuhn 
[ 5 ] describe a surjection 
0 : Fp Aut Q - En GLn, z/p @ .. ’ 8 IF, GLn, h/p 
with nilpotent kernel. The pull-backs of 
(Stn, @D2 I 8 ‘. ‘8 (St,, @Dk), 0 5 kj 5 p - 2 (4.1) 
are irreducible [F, Aut Q-modules. 
Let N stand for the sequence (~11, rz2, . . . , n, ) and K stand for the sequence 
(kl, k2, . . . , k, ). Let L (N, K) denote the indecomposable dominant summand 
of BQ corresponding to the module (4.1) (for clarity, the nj are fixed- 
determined by the choice of Q; whereas each kj can vary from 0 to (p - 2) ). 
Proposition 4.4. Let Q be as above. 
(1) If Q # CpQ then no dominant summand of BQ is in BP. 
(2) Zf Q = CpQ and W,Q n Ker 0 # 1 then no dominant summand of BQ 
is in BP. 
(3) If Q = CpQ and WpQnKer0 = 1 then L (N, K), for any choice of 
sequence K, is an indecomposable stable summand of BP. 
Proof. ( 1) This follows from Note 4.3. 
(2) WpQ n Ker 8 # 1 implies (0 o F) is not injective. Now use the same 
proof as in Proposition 4.1. 
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(3) We need only show that if K = (0,. . . , 0) then L (IV, K) is in BP: the 
image of a typical summand of WQ in GLr Z/p has determinant one; thus, if 
WQ . wn, cm,“, 1 8 . . * c3 w,, @pD:r) # 0, 
then 
w,.(st,,~~,k:)~...~3(Stn,~3D~)#0 
no matter the choices for kt, . . . , k,. 
Let Stiy = St,, @ . + . 8 St,,; then 
mll e&, 1 c3 * * . 63 (St,, @Df,) 2 Stlv . 
Now we follow the proof of [9, Corollary 4.61. An FP-basis for Stnj is 
{Uijej 1 Uij E U,,}, where ej is the Steinberg idempotent and U,,j is the unipotent 
subgroup of GL,, Z/p. Thus, an FP-basis for StN is {uilel @ uize2 EJ. ‘. 8 uirer ) 
Uij E U,,, }. WpQ can be viewed as a subgroup of U,,, x . . . x U,,, . The elements 
of WQ . StN are the sums of the right cosets of WpQ in n>=r Unj, thus 
w, ’ StN # 0. 0 
We can be more precise in the following two cases. 
Proposition 4.5. With the notation above, if nj = 1 for all _i = 1, . . . . r then no 
dominant summand of BQ is in BP. 
Proof. The simple modules will be tensor products of the 0:. Since every 
element in (6 o F) ( WpQ) has determinant one, we get 6’ (w,) E 0 mod p. q 
Proposition 4.6. If Q = Z/pi x Z/pi and CpQ = Q then the dominant sum- 
mands, L (2, i, k), of BQ corresponding to the irreducible Fp GL2 Z/pi-modules 
St2 @D,k, k = 0,. . . , (p - 2) are summands of BP. Moreover, they are the only 
dominant summands of BQ in BP. 
Proof. CpQ = Q simply insures that (4 o F) is injective. 
Let ?& q = 0, 1, . . . . p - 1 be the (q + 1 )-dimensional subspace of FP [u, TI ] 
consisting of all homogeneous polynomials of degree q. V, is an irreducible 
IF, GL2 Z/p-module where the action of GL2 Z/p on Vq is given (on monomials) 
by 
u’vj = (au + bv)‘(cu + dv)j. 
The p (p - 1) irreducible FP GL2 Z/p-modules are 
Mq,k = &@Di, q = O,l,..., p- 1, k = 0,1,..., p-2 
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(see [41). 
For every q and k we want to determine WQ . Mq,k = gz . Mq,k, where 
772 = CUEU* u. We need only compute WQ. M,,o (see the proof of Proposition 
4.4(3)); in fact, we will only compute WQ. u’d. 
Let u’vj be a typical monomial in V,, i + j = q, Then 
= [u’ + (u + w)’ + . *. + (u + (p - l)V)‘]Wj 
= [u’(l + 1 + ... + 1) + ui-l?I ; 
0 
(1 +2+.*.+ (P-1)) 
+u i-2w2 0 ; (l+22+...+(p-1)2) 
+...+v’ ; (1+2’+.*.+(p-l)‘)]wj. 
0 
Basic number theory implies 
1 + 2a + 3a + . . . + (p - 1)” 3 
Omodp ifO<a<p-1, 
p-lmodp ifa=p-1. 
Hence, we see that 
w . &jJ = 
I 
0 ifi<p-1, 
Q (p-l)vP-' ifi=p-1. 
Thus, WQ . hfq,k = 0 when q < p - 1 which implies the dominant summands 
corresponding to these modules are not in BP. We can also see from this that 
the summands L(2,1, k) are in BP because IV,,_~,~ = St2 @. 0 
Note. This proposition can be applied more generally to the situation 
Out(Q/(@(Q)) % GLzZ/p, where 
pletely analogous results. 
Q is any subgroup of P. One gets com- 
Q non-abelian 
Let Q be non-abelian. Since Q is metacyclic, but not cyclic, we know that 
both P and Q have p-rank equaling two, so Q is not a non-trivial subretract 
of P. If Q is non-split then BQ has only one (principal) dominant summand. 
By Proposition 2.5, this summand will not be a summand of BP. 
For the next proposition only, let us remove the assumption that Q is not a 
non-trivial subretract of P, and replace it with the less restrictive assumption 
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that if P’ g + Q is a retract for some P’ 5 P then ]N(Q, P’)/P’( is divisible 
by P. 
Proposition 4.7. Let P be any p-group, Q a subgroup of P satisfying the above 
assumption, I = Irn4 and B, = the Bore1 subgroup of GL, Z/p of upper 
triangular matrices. If I 5 B, then no dominant summand of BQ is in BP. 
Proof. I< B, and U,,dB,, implies (iY,nl)aZ and K = 4-l (U,fV)aOut Q. U,,nI 
and Ker 4 are both p-groups so K is a p-group. Let R = Fr, Out Q and let I(K) 
be the augmentation ideal of Fp K. Then R. I (K ) g J (R), the Jacobson radical 
of R (see [7, Proposition 3.1.11). We know that p divides IN(Q,P’)/P’I, 
thus w, E I(K) C J(R) and we see that w,. (eR/eJ(R)) = 0 for any 
idempotent e E R. Every simple R-module is isomorphic to eR/eJ(R) for 
some idempotent e. Thus, we get pg. M = 0 for all simple R-modules M. 0 
Now, if P is metacyclic and Q is a non-abelian split subgroup then we 
know from the proof of Proposition 3.2 that I is indeed contained in B2. The 
proposition above shows that no dominant summand of BQ is in BP. 
Q abelian, non-cyclic 
Let Q = Z/p’ x Z/pj. Again, Q is not a non-trivial subretract of P. If i # j, 
then Proposition 4.5 shows that no dominant summand of BQ is in BP. 
Suppose i = j. Since ]@I = p no dominant summand of BQ will be in BP 
except possibly when WpQ g Z/p (see Note 4.3). 
Using facts about regular p-groups, the Burnside Basis Theorem and the 
relations in metacyclic groups we can determine the structure of the normalizer 
NpQ when WpQ g Z/p. We can then show that $(w,) = 0 unless Q = 
Z/p x Z/p and NpQ = N(p2,p,p + 1,O). More group theory shows that, in 
fact, we must have NpQ = P = P(pz,p,p + l,O). 
In this “extra-special” case, Proposition 4.6 shows that L (2,1, k ), k = 
0, 1 , . . . . p - 2 are summands of BP, and that these are the only summands 
coming from B (Z/p x Z/p). 
Q cyclic 
Conjecture (Priddy). Let P be any finite group. Suppose P contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to Z/p’. An indecomposable summand of BZ/p’ is a summand of 
BP if and only if Z/pi is a retract of P. 
Note. [ 121 shows that if X is the summand of Z/pi with H’ (X) # 0, and X 
is in BP, then Z/pi is a retract of P. 
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Proposition 4.8. The cofijecture is true if the commutator subgroup [P, P] of P 
is cyclic. 
Proof. (-e ) This is clear. 
(=s) We first note it is easy to show that if [P, P] is cyclic, then N(Q, P’) 
is a subgroup of P for any Q 5 P’ I P. Now assume Q = E/p’ is not a 
retract of P. An indecomposable summand X of RQ is a summand of BP if 
and only if there exists Q 5 P’ < P and a retraction g : P’ -t Q such that 
&.Mx#O 
see [5]). S = 
and set H = 
write 
(note that all indecomposable summands of BQ are dominant, 
N (Q, P’ 1 /P’ is non-trivial when P’ # P, so let y E N (Q, P' ) - P’ 
(y). Choose y so that H ?z Z/p. S is a right H-set, so we can 
c& w, = L ,.gocy+ 
XEH\S k=l 
Fix x f H \ S and consider q5( cg. I g 0 cykx 1. Let q generate Q, z generate 
[P,Pl, cxtq) = 2’4% cytq) = zbq, g(z”) = qR, g(zb) = qB, c,(z) = zc, and 
note that g(q) = q. Now 
cy+(q) = z ack+b(ck-‘+...+c+l)q and 
(g”c,k,)(d = 4 
Ack+B(c~_l+...+c+l)+l 
We have that yP = 1s implies 
so that I?(@-’ + .‘. + c + 1) = 0 modp. Also, qA+t = (go cx)(q) = 
(go+,)(q) = q@+* which implies A (6’ - 1) z 0 mod p_ Thus, A = 0 mod p 
or cP z 1 mod p. Now g is a retract so A z 0 mod p if and only if a = j 21. 
This is equivalent to c, = id, which, in turn, is equivalent to w, = 0. We 
finally get a contradiction. Thus, cp = 1 mod p implies c = 1 modp. Now 
(go cykx) (q) = qA+kB+‘. The homomorphism #J : GL, Z/pi + GL1 h/p is just 
reduction modp so to compute ~(~“,=, g o cYkX) we need only look at the 
sum of the exponents modp of 4. We get +(cpk=, g 0 cyk,) = (A + B + 1) + 
(A+2B+l)+.b-+(A+pB+1)=Omodp.Thus,$(7?7,)=0,whichis 
a contradiction. Note that we should worry about whether or not (g o cvkX ) is 
actually in Out Q, but it can be shown that this technicality works itself out in 
the proof above. 0 
Since metacyclic groups have cyclic commutator subgroups, we see that a 
summand of BZ/p’ is a summand of BP if and only if Z/p’ is a retract of P. 
It is not obvious, but also not difficult to show that if P is split and of the 
form P(p”,pn,p’ + I, 0), then the only cyclic retracts of P are of the form 
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Z/p” (though there may be several of these), and if P is non-split, then P has 
no cyclic retracts. 
Multiplicity 
Finally, we need to determine the multiplicity with which each of the sum- 
mands of BZlp” occurs in the decomposition of BP, P split. For P = 
P (p2,p,p + 1,0) we also need to know the multiplicity with which each 
of the L(2,1, k) occurs in BP. 
Martin0 and Priddy show how to compute multiplicities in [ 9 ] : 
Let Q < P and let X be a dominant summand of BQ which corresponds to 
the irreducible lFp Out Q-module, M. Let 
Split Q = {qO : P, -+ Qa} 
be the conjugacy classes of split surjections (retracts) qa where Qa 5 P, 5 P 
and Qa g Q (assume the isomorphism is fixed). Here qa is said to be conjugate 
to qp if there is a commutative diagram 
for some u,v E P. Let 
w,p = c qcX modJ(Q,Q), 
{x-‘1 
where the sum runs over a set of coset representatives {x-i} for N( Qa, Pg )/P,g . 
Then w,j is a well-defined element of Ep Out Q via the isomorphisms Qa cz Q 
and modp reduction. Let r = 1 Split Ql; then A(Q) = (w,,) is an r x r matrix 
over IF, Out Q. Let k = EndR (M). Then viewed as a k-linear map of M’, 
A(Q, M) = (w,,) E Mat,,(k), where s = dimk M. 
Proposition 4.9 (Martin0 and Priddy [ 91). Let G be a finite group with a 
p-Sylow subgroup P. The multiplicity of X in BG is 
mW,BG) = rankkA(Q, M). 0 
Note that the proposition holds for G = P, a p-group. 
If P = P(p”‘,p”,p’ + 1,O) then knowledge of H*(P) shows that each 
summand of BZ/p” occurs in the splitting of BP no more than twice. We 
will wait until Section 5 to prove this (see Note 5.5). If 1 = m - n, we again 
need to know the cohomology of P to prove that a = 1 in Theorem 1.1 (see 
Note 5.7). 
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For 1 # m - n, we can show exactly how two copies of BZ/p” come to be 
in BP: we will find two non-conjugate retractions P * h/pn. 
Let Qi = (y) Z Z/p” and let the retraction gl : P + Q, be defined by 
g1 (XI = 1, g1bJ) = Y. 
If m 5 n, then (xy)P” = 1 and the order of y is p”; thus, Q2 = (xy) &’ Z/p”. 
Let g2 : P -+ Q2 be defined by g2 (x ) = 1, g2 (y ) = xy so that g2 is a retraction. 
Let u = xayb, then cv (y) = xQyxea = ~~-~(P’+i)y = xPap’y. According to 
the diagram above, we want c, (y ) = (xy ) i for some i. Since P is split, we 
clearly need i = 1. Thus, we also need -up’ s 1 mod pm, but this is impossible 
so we see that gi is not conjugate to g2. 
If m > n, then (xPm-” y)P” = 1 and we get Q2 = (xP”-“y) 2 Z/p”. Let g2 
be defined by g2(x) = 1, gz(y) = xpmsny. In this case, we have xPm-“y = 
cV (y ) = xeap’y which implies -up’ = pm+ mod p”. But 1 > m - n gives a 
contradiction so gl is not conjugate to g2. 
The proposition above shows that two non-conjugate retractions give rise to 
two copies of BZ/p* in BP. 
To show each L(2,l,k) occurs only once in BP, P = P(p2,p,p + l,O), we 
will show that 1 Split Q] = 1. 
When P = P (p2,p,p + 1,O) = (x, y) it is easy to see that, up to isomorphism, 
the only copy of Z/p x Z/p in P is the one generated by xp and y. There are 
no retractions of P onto this subgroup, Q. Hence, 1 Split Q] = 1, and we can 
see that the L (2,1, k ) occur once in BP. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
If P is non-split then BP is indecomposable, so part (1) of the theorem is 
clear. 
Let us assume P is split and non-abelian and P p P (p2,p,p + l,O). 
Splitting BP was done without any reference to the cohomology of P. For 
this proof, however, we need to rely heavily upon the structure of H* (P ) as 
a module over the Steenrod algebra. We begin by describing the cohomology 
rings, H*(P). 
Let P = P(pm,pn,p’ + 1,O) = (x,y) with m > 1 > m-n, n,l > 1 and 
N “= Z/pm = (x), K g Z/p” = (y). Let H*(N) = E[a,] 8 P[z,] such that 
l&l = 1, IZXI = 2, and pm(a,) = z,, where uX is the dual to x and Pm is the 
mth Bockstein. Let H’ (K) = E [ b] 8 P [W ] with similar conditions. (P [-] 
denotes a polynomial algebra and E [-] denotes an exterior algebra.) 
Proposition 5.1 (Huebschmann [ 61). We use the Serre spectral sequence asso- 
ciated with the extension above to make the following calculations: 
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( 1) Zf 1 # m - n the spectral sequence collapses at E2 and H” (P) has classes 
a, z, (a( = 1, IzI = 2 offiltration zero which restrict o a, and z, respectively, 
so that as a graded commutative algebra 
H*(P) = E[a] @ P[z] @ E[b] @ P[w]. 
(2) Zf 1 = m - n then the spectral sequence collapses at EJ and H* (P) has 
classes 
51,<3, . . ..<2p-1. z2p, 1<2i-l( = 2i - 1, 1 5 i 5 P, (~2~1 = 2~ 
offiltration zero which restrict o the classes a,zk-’ and z$, respectively, sothat 
as a graded commutative algebra, H* (P) is generated by 
b,w,51,93,...,r2~-1,~2p 
subject o the following relations: 
52i-1<2j-1 = 0, 1 5 4j 5 P, 
52i-lw = 0, l<i<p-I. 0 
The elements a, b E H’ (P) restrict to the duals of x and y respectively. It 
is easy to see that [*(a) = rla = ca and c*(b) = b where i is the element of 
AutP of order (p - 1) which acts as multiplication by c E Ep* (see Section 4). 
We know [* commutes with /I,,, so if 1 # m - n then c*(z) = cz and 
c*(w) = w. 
If I = m-n, then since <2i_i restricts to a,zi-’ we have c*(<2i-i) = ci<2i-i. 
The restriction of zzp to z$ in H* (N) implies that [*(Zig) = cPzzp = CZAR. 
Finally, i*(w) = w. 
Claim 5.2. (1) Let If m-n and consider the element h = asbEzkwS E H* (P) 
where S,E = 0,l and k,s > 0. Then 
hEH*(eiBP)ti8+kkimodp-1, O<i<p-2. 
(2) Let 1 = m - n and consider the element h = be<&_lzspwS E H*(P) 
where e,k = O,l, r, s _> 0, and if 1 5 t 5 p - 1 then k = 1 if and only ifs = 0. 
Then 
h E H* (eiBP) w kt + r z i mod p - 1, 0 5 i 5 p - 2. 
Proof. An element from H*(P) is in H* (eiBP) if and only if the element is 
fixed under the action of e;. 
If If m - n, we know c*(h) = cS+kh so we see 
Now ~6+k is the only idempotent that does not have the term 
in it. Thus, e; (h ) = h if S + k E i mod (p - 11, and it is zero otherwise. 
Tf I = m - n, we know c* (h ) = ckr+rh and we proceed as above. 0 
H*(K) E H*(BZ/p”) is a submodule of H’IeoBP) by taking 6 = k = 0 
in the claim above, so we have 
eoBP 2 X0 v BE/p” v Y, 
where X0 is an indecomposable, dominant summand of BP: &Z/p” comes 
from the retraction of P onto K, and Y-which may not even exist-is a 
non-dominant summand. Y is not necessarily indecomposable. It is easy to 
see that e(q,) = 1 (where E is the augmentation map), so X0 is the principal 
dominant summand of BP. Proposition 2.3 shows that X’e must be a summand 
of BG. 
In [ 81 it is shown that a primitive idempotent in {BQ, BQ} is of the form 
(5.1) 
when 4BQ is a summand of BP, P a p-group with Q 2 Q’ I P’ I P, g a 
retract, and J = J (Q, Q). 
Definition. If e f Fp Out P is a primitive idempotent, X the dominant summand 
of eBP and Y another summand in eBP, then Y is associated to X in BP. 
Furthermore, if any primitive idempotent for Y in (BQ, BQ} must have 
P = P’ in (5.1) then Y is linked to X in BP, 
Proposition 5.3 (Martin0 and Priddy [ 93 ). Let G be a finite group, Q a p- 
subgroup such that Q is not a non-trivial subretract qf a p-Sylow subgroup of G. 
Let A be a proper subgroup of Q and let X be a dominant summand qf BQ. 
If Y is a dominant summand of BR linked to X in BQ, then the multiplicity 
of X in BG is a lower bound jbr the multiplicity of Y in BG. Q 
Proposition 4.8 shows that each indecomposable summand of BZ/p” is 
linked to Xc. If we let Q = P and R = Z/p” in the proposition above, then 
we see that BZ/p” is a stable summand of BG. 
If Y is indeed a summand of eoBP, then Y must be a summand of BP/p”. 
The same argument as above shows that each indecomposable summand of Y 
is linked to X0 and so Y is in BG. Thus, e@BP is a summand of BG. 
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For 1 5 i 5 p - 2, we have eiBP N Xi V Yi where Xi is dominant in BP and 
Yi (if it exists) is a (not necessarily indecomposable) summand of BZ/p”. 
Claim 5.4. Zf yi exists then it must be indecomposable and stably homotopy 
equivalent to L( 1, n, i). 
Proof. LetZj = L(l,n,j),O<jIp-2.Suppose 
xEZj,VZj2V...VZjk, k> 1, O<jk<p-2. 
We know that Zj = ejBi2/p” where t?j is as in Section 4, and 
H’(Zj) = 
IF, ifq=2j-1 or2jmod2(p-l), 
0 otherwise. 
We also know that H4 (ei B P) is non-trivial when q = 2i - 1,2i and it is trivial 
when 1 5 q < 2i- 1. Thus, we can have Zi in eiBP, but no other Zj, j # i. 0 
Note 5.5. This claim shows that in the splitting of BP, each L( 1, n, j) occurs 
no more than twice. 
If Y is a summand of eiBP and 1 # m - n, then H*‘-‘(Yi) is generated 
by a,$-’ and H*‘(Y) is generated by zi, If I = m - n, then H*‘-l (K) is 
generated by <*i-l, and H*’ (Yi) is generated by <zi-lb. 
Lemma 5.6. (1) Zf I # m - n then Xi is in BG if and only if E is in BG. 
(2) Zf 1 = m - n then each eiBP is indecomposable for 1 2 i 5 p - 2. 
Proof. (1) (=s) This is clear because Yi is linked to Xi. (-+) Suppose yi is a 
summand of BG. This implies azi-’ E W (G) so that az’-lb E H* (G) since 
eoBP is a summand of BG. But azi-lb @ H*(Yi) implies az’-‘b E H*(Xi), 
which implies that Xi is in BG. 
(2) Suppose Y1 is a summand of ei BP. Then cl b is the generator of H* ( YI ) 
since it generates H*(elBP). We must have P1 (rib) # 0 E H*+*(p-‘)(Yl) 
where Pj denotes the jth Steenrod reduced power for p > 2. However, 
res$ (P’ ((1) ) = P1(res$(<l)) = P’(a,) = 0 
+ P1 (cl) E Ker(res$ : H2P-1 (P) - H2P-1 (IV)). 
H*p-’ (P) is generated by bwJ’-l and <2p_1. We have resG(<2p_i) = a,z$-’ 
and res$(bwP-l) = 0. We know that P1 (ll) # rbwr-l, r E ffp*, since bwr-’ E 
H* (eoBP). Thus, P1 (cl) = 0. Now, 
P’(<,b) = P’(&)P’(b) + P’(&)P’(b) = 0. 
Thus, Y, is not a summand of elBP and thus elBP is indecomposable. 
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Now suppose Yj exists in e, BP for some 2 5 j < p - 2. Then there must be 
a retract P -+ Z/p” which is not conjugate to the retract P -% Z/pn = (y) given 
by n (X ) = I? II (y ) = y. If such a retract exists, then Yr would be a summand 
in elBP. Thus, each EiBP is indecomposable. Cl 
Note 5.7. (1) The lemma shows that either all of e,BP is in BG, or none of it. 
(2) If I = m _ n then BP cz vi Xi V BE/p”. 
Lemma 5.8. lfe,BP is in BG, 1 5 i 5 p - 2, then so are 
eziBP,e,,BP,. . . ,ek,BF, 
wherekisp-2c (k + 1);. 
Proof. If 1 # m-n then e,BP in BG and zi E H*(BG) implies zzi f H*(BG); 
thus, Zli is in BG which implies that QBP is in BG. 
If I = m - IZ then <,;_,,zip E H’(eiBP) imply &;-1z;, E H*(G) so that 
ez,BP is in BG. 
Similar arguments work for the other summands. •i 
Lemma 5.9. Ifboth e,BP and e,BP are in BG and g = gcd(i,j), then e,BP 
is in BP. 
Proof. This is clear if g > 1 from Lemma 5.8. If g = 1 then there exist u,v E B 
such that ui + vj = 1. Let “bar” denote a number taken mod(p - I), then 
ezBP and qBP are in BG by Lemma 5.8. If 1 # tn - n? then ?, zV E 
H* (BG) then z”i+l’J = I f HI” (BG) which shows el BP is in BG. 
If I = m - n, then z$ E H’(c$P), and C;J~-I~~~ -“!-l” E H*(e?BP) imply 
Uf+(l’--l)J 
sy2/ - 1 z20 E H’(BG) SO that e,i+l,,BP = e]BP is in BG. 0 
The lemmas above show that BG must be of the form 
BG E eoBP v edBP V ezdBP v ... V e,k_lldBP, 
whered isadivisorof (p-A)andkd =y-1. 
Clearly, if d, and dl are two different divisors of p - 1, then 
eoBPved,BPVezd,BPv..‘Velli,_,,d,BP 
is not homotopy equivalent to 
eoBP V t?d2BP V qd:BP V I V c(k,_l )d2Bf? 
Now we must show that there exist groups which give each of the homotopy 
types described above. 
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ff*(Gd) Z H*(P>QZ/((p- 1)/d)) g H*(P)zl((p-‘)/d) since Z/((p- 1)/d) 
is a p/-group. We need to determine the elements of H* (P) which are stable 
under the action of Z/ ( (p - 1 )/d) . We can take the generator of Z/ ( (p - 1 )/d ) 
to be Cd. Then id(x) = xrld, cd(~) = y imply [ d*(a) = c da, l d”(b) = b. 
Let 1 # m-n and consider the element h = a6bez1ws E H*(P). We see that 
Cd*(h) = cdC6+‘)h. Now cd*(h) = h if and only if d(6 + 1) z 0 modp - 1, 
which is equivalent to S + 1 being a multiple of k = p - l/d. Thus, eiBP is in 
BGd if and only if i is a multiple of k, if and only if 
BGd N eoBP V c?&?P V QkBP V . . * V Q_,,kBP. 
If 1 = m - n and h = be&lz&~S, then we proceed as above. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0. 
The case P = P(p*,p,p + 1,O) is surprisingly difficult. The (p - 1) sum- 
mands which correspond to St2 @Di, 0 5 i 5 p - 2 are not linked to any of 
the dominant summands so it is hard to determine their occurrence in BG. 
. . r we do know that each summand i (2, i, ii occurs with the same muitipiicity 
(either zero or one) since rankkA (Z/p x Z/p, St2 @Di) does not depend on i. 
We suspect that each L (2,1, i) is a summand of eoBP so that Theorem 1.3 
also holds for this extra-special group. 
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